ILLEGAL DRUG USAGE AND INDUSTRY
by Sgt. Frank E. Sweeney I N TIUS DAY AND AGE , it is quite common to find ille gal usage of dangerous drugs in the industrial world. The drugs most commonly encountered are the amphetamine sulphate compounds and barbiturate deriva tives. They are known in the field by other names, such as , " Chalk," "Wh ites," "Reds," "J ackets," "B lue Heavens," "Rainbows," and several other argot names. This illegal usage, in wo rking terminology, is "They drop whites to get up, and reds to get to sleep."
The cause of this usage is not always criminal activity. It is a condoned, or let's say, overlooked, problem of society. The man or woman in production-line employment, or in the laboring group of any industry, is subject to , and exposed quite often to, rotating shifts. This usually causes physical problems, such as adjusting to sleeping conditions, change in eating habits, and a general state of continuous fa tigue.
The people in this type of employment, and I have personally interviewed, and in many cases, prosecuted them on State Narcotic and Drug Law violations, usually come in contact with the drugs through another employee. It is common knowledge that probably 90 percent of the production-line employees have knowledge that drugs are available through some fellow-employee.
In some instances, the employee who is dispensing , let's sa y "Whites," or "Bennies," as the amphetamine drugs are known, has a "connection" or "peddler" from whom he can buy large quantities at a discount, and then resell to a fellow-employee at a profit. The outside "connection" can be anyone from the local lunch-truck operator to the "employees' hang-out" bartender, or cocktail waitress.
This employee-dealer, as we use the term, will make the approach to a likely subject, by noting how tired he looks, and then, through conversation. When the person complains of the run-down, tiredout, fatigued feeling, the employee-dealer may give, or suggest his trying, "one of these pills," indicating it will " wake you up," or "pep you up." If the employee uses the drug and is inclined to continue, or is helped by it , he will approach the employeedealer, requesting additional drugs. At this point, in the majority of cases, the employee-dealer will advise the person that he does not have a supply at present but can obtain additional drugs for a small amount' of money. The employee-dealer now is "in" with a new customer.
The employee-dealer will have no problem in dispensing his product when the' fellow-employee is, or has been a user in the past. The user will usually make his wants known verbally. This situation, as indicated, is an "overlooked" problem in industry. It is not actually condoned, but "a back is turned" on the problem. The danger in this drug usage abuse is evident to those with a medical background, because it is common knowledge that the use of amphetamines, although not addicting, is habit-forming and continuous usage is a physiological and psychological danger to the human body. In addition, a danger could exist when the amphetamine user is employed in an area where machinery and moving equipment are in operation.
The amphetamine user is usually a barbiturate user. Off the job, he is taking "Barbs," as we call them, for relaxation and to bring sleep. Again, he is, in the majority of cases, purchasing these illegall y from the same employee-dealer. We emphasize the danger even more in the enforcement field , because medically, the addictive power of the barbiturate compounds is extremely strong.
As an investigator in the field of narcotic enforcement, let me insert here one such case I investigated this year, involving a large industry. I found , upon arresting two women, both 25 years old and mothers of small children, that they admitted that drugs were common conversation and could be seen being used quite openly in the plant. When asked if they would assist our narcotic detail in finding the dealer, they replied in the negative, stating, "If we told you who was dealing and who was in possession right now, you would have to close the plant down, and management would have to hire three new shifts of employees."
The above statement, we might say, typified the problem of management and local law enforcement in the suppression of the drug traffic.
In the State of California, dangerous drug violations are investigated and prosecuted under legislation set forth in the Health and Safety Code. It is now classified as a felony when a second-possession arrest is made; it is a felony when possession for sale is proven; and, in all cases a sale is a felony.
Every da y, we, who work in the field of narcotic enforcement, are hoping that industry, through good employment practices and its security units within the plants, is becoming aware of the need for stopping the open practice of illegal drug usage and will assist law enforcement officers to attain this goal.
